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INTRODUCTION: 

Comedy is a broad term which refers to bodies of work, be they written or spoken, which are                  

intended to create humor or to elicit a positive, jovial response from an audience. This term                

has many similarities to satire, which refers to bodies of work which attempt to criticize               

certain aspects of human life, such as political figures and the status quo, through the means                

of humor. In other words, the two concepts have much overlap, but one must always consider                

the fact that not all comedy is satire. 

With this, one must also consider the innate human desire for entertainment; for             

diversion, in media terms. Throughout human history, people have sought ways to entertain             

themselves through stories, many of which have comedic elements. This is seen with the              

ancient Greeks who coined the term comedy. Interestingly, it was also the Greeks who coined               

the term satire, especially of the highly political variety. 

Today, many enjoy comedic films, films with comedic elements to them, or watching             

comedians. Consequently, one can infer that the art of comedy is something of a human               

tradition that has been kept alive and well throughout the centuries, but perhaps in              

ever-shifting and changing forms. From the time of the Greeks in their agorae, to Miguel de                

Cervantes’ seventeenth century writings, to Adam Sandler in Grown Ups 2, comedy is a part               

of media that has held an important place in the creation of all works. 

As a result, this report seeks to ensure that I understand this complex genre, and thus                

will be able to execute the production of a film in said genre to a proficient degree. 
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WORKS OF FILM 

This Is Spinal Tap (1984): 

This American mockumentary film, directed and co-written by Rob Reiner, covers the story             

of the fictitious British heavy metal band, Spinal Tap (styled Spin̈al Tap). It had a relatively                

small budget of 2 million USD, but managed to collect 4.7 million USD in the box office. In                  

comparison, another 1984 comedy film, Beverly Hills Cop, had a budget of 15 million USD,               

and collected 316.4 million USD in box office. As a result, one can see that This Is Spinal                  

Tap was a much smaller endeavor compared to its contemporaries. 

In spite of this, this film was incredibly effective, charming many of its viewers. For               

instance, famous film critic Roger Ebert gave it a perfect 4/4, claiming that it is ‘one of the                  

funniest movies ever made’. Furthermore, in 2002, the United States Library of Congress             

deemed the film “culturally, historically, or aesthetically significant” and thus was selected            

for preservation in the National Film Registry. As a result, This Is Spinal Tap is among film                 

classics such as Citizen Kane (1941), and Alien (1979). As a result, one can clearly see that                 

despite its limited financial success, it is evident that This Is Spinal Tap is a significant film,                 

through how effectively it portrayed its narrative. 

This film follows the story of the band Spinal Tap, as they release their new album                

entitled ‘Smell the Glove’. This narrative is framed with a documentary filmmaker, Marty Di              

Bergi, following the band on their US tour. The fake documentary framing device would              

spawn what is known today as the mockumentary genre (a portmanteau of mock, and              

documentary). This Is Spinal Tap highly parodies and satirizes the heavy metal genre, and the               

hyper-capitalist nature of the music industry through comedy. This can be seen with the              

personas the band members take on. The actors were directed to make up their dialogue, and                

as a result, the dialogue present within the film is messy and unkempt. A lot of the time, the                   

actors speak over one another, adding to this sense of chaos within what should be a                

professionally set up musical act and documentary.  

Furthermore, the inane topics covered by the band, such as the deaths of their former               

drummers (by spontaneous human combustion, bizarre gardening accident, and choking on           

someone else’s vomit, albeit whether or not it was theirs is inconclusive) highlights the              

airheadedness found within each of the band members. This is a clear comedic exaggeration              

of the hair and glam metal rock stars which were very prevalent during the time of the film’s                  

creation, the 1980s. The band Spinal Tap itself is a comedic exaggeration of the somewhat               
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ridiculous nature of the glam metal movement of the 1980s. This is seen with the type of                 

music they perform, which is over-sexualized to a point of ridiculousness. For instance, they              

dedicate an entire song to one of the band member’s girlfriend’s posterior, to which they sing                

the frankly corny lyrics ‘my love gun’s loaded and she’s in my sights’. 

In addition to this, the way that the film is shot is integral to the way it delivers its                   

comedy. As mentioned previously, the story of the band is framed with a documentary.              

Consequently, this film is shot quite believably, with very little out of the ordinary. The hues                

are saturated, which fit in with the filmic look of the period, and the iconography of heavy                 

metal is spot on, featuring long hair, pointy guitars, and bright spotlights. The important              

concepts, though, are the features which are out of the ordinary. At times, the camera goes                

into a handheld movement style, which can be used to punctuate the more hectic moments               

during the film, and also, through the interviews, close shots (to varying degrees) are used to                

highlight how these people can be somewhat awkward. For example, when interviewing            

random fans of the band, the filmmaker will be somewhat close, but for the band during their                 

long, awkward interview answers, the camera may zoom slowly into the faces of the band               

members, emphasizing the awkwardness. Exacerbating this, the band members speak over           

one another frequently, thereby making it so that the camera must move back and forth               

between speakers, reflecting Di Bergi’s difficulty with handling this unruly band. 

In conclusion, one can clearly see that This Is Spinal Tap was a significant film, not                

based upon economic grounds, but on artistic ones. This work successfully satirized the             

overblown, overly serious, and overly masculine paradigm heavy metal music found itself in,             

and as a result, produced one of the most effective pieces of comedic satire regarding the                

topic. These aspects are evident through its uncanny presentation, lovably stupid characters,            

and comedic exaggerations throughout. Consequently, This Is Spinal Tap finds the acclaim            

and admiration it does, thereby making it a significant film in the comedy genre worth               

researching. 
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Summer Heights High (2007): 

This Australian television mockumentary series was directed by Stuart McDonald, and was            

written by and starred Chris Lilley, who portrayed the three characters who attended the              

eponymous school: delinquent Jonah Takalua, drama teacher Greg Gregson, and private           

exchange student Ja’mie King. Although its budget and revenue are statistics which have not              

been disclosed, there are a plethora of sources that sing the praises of this mockumentary               

series. 

The Guardian’s Gareth McLean celebrated the show’s lack of aversion to more edgy             

topics within comedy, and stated that they enjoyed watching the genuinely deplorable            

characters’ on screen activities. Similarly to This Is Spinal Tap, Summer Heights High has              

gained enough acclaim to enjoy a spot in the National Film and Sound Archive of Australia.                

Lily-Anna Trimble of the Oxford Student Newspaper also praises Summer Heights High for             

its provocative nature, and creator Chris Lilley’s comedic skill. 

Summer Heights High follows life at an Australian public school for one term,             

focusing upon the day-to-day activities of three central figures, all played by Lilley: Jonah              

Takalua, Greg Gregson, and Ja’mie King. All three characters highly contrast with their             

normal surroundings, which are made up of genuine students and teachers who, at times, are               

bewildered at the strange actions of the characters portrayed by Lilley. As a result, this is                

where most of the comedic diversion is derived from in this film series. The sheer contrast                

between Lilley’s characters’ bombastic and offensive demeanor and the grounded, realistic           

perspectives of the students and teachers of Summer Heights High creates comedy. 

It is evident from the outset that this mockumentary series is very character-driven             

and very character-focused. As a result, the following three paragraphs will outline the nature              

of the three characters, and their effectiveness at comedy. 

The twelve year old Tongan delinquent, Jonah Takalua, embodies the unruly, crude,            

and stupid primal presence within all of us. The defining difference being that we possess               

conversational filters that prevent us from performing certain actions, whilst Takalua does            

not. This manifests itself through Takalua’s first scene, wherein Takalua is being talked to in               

the Student Welfare Office after having a Year 7 ‘Punk’d’ (a reference to the MTV show of                 

the same name). Although the counsellor makes an earnest attempt to make Takalua             

understand the error of his ways, he sustains that he was just ‘joking around, but he didn’t get                  

the joke’. After much prodding, the counsellor manages to wrench an apology from Jonah,              
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having him quietly state ‘sorry… homo’. From his first on-screen interaction, it is evident              

that Takalua is a gross exaggeration of the big (literally, as he is played by a man in his                   

thirties), stupid, and brash bully archetype. Compound this with the lack of conversational             

filters and penchant for abuse to both student and teacher alike, and one can see that this                 

character is genuinely deplorable. This is brought so far that in turn, comedic diversion is               

produced. Interestingly, Takalua gets some intricacy, as he is part of a special education              

program (not due to mental disability) named Gumnut Cottage. Here, it is highlighted how he               

struggles with academic life and his frustrations with such. Consequently, his character            

receives added depth, aside from his crude outward presentation. 

In the film series, Greg Gregson is the drama teacher of Summer Heights High whose               

obsession for his art leads him to disregard any and all moral decency. This is seen when he                  

casually recalled hearing about a girl being raped on campus, and when he criticized a black                

student who was auditioning for the school musical production, lambasting her, saying ‘I             

thought black people had rhythm’. The character’s arc throughout the series is based upon his               

desire to create a school play which rivals another schools’. His obsession leads him to               

treating his students poorly, and overextending himself on the staff board, forcing his             

colleagues to treat him better and give him a better position. Similarly to Takalua, Gregson               

has very few conversational filters, although in this case, it manifests itself as offhanded              

offensive remarks, rather than outright attacks. For instance, when interviewed about the            

students’ performances during their auditions, he stated ‘Annabel Dickson had quite a sexy             

quality about her, and I think some of the girls at this school have that, so I’ll ask some of the                     

sluttier girls to get involved’. This is clearly horrible. Although, the extent to which he says                

such things may become ridiculous to a viewer, rather than a genuinely horrible remark.              

Furthermore, Gregson has a preference of making light of incredibly dark topics, such as the               

aforementioned racism and sexual assault. He has also created a play entitled            

‘Tsunamarama’, a play about the a devastating tsunami (which is quite fresh in the minds of                

Australians, considering the horrible 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami), set to the cheery music of              

Bananarama. Clearly, one can see that Gregson is an awful character, however his             

eccentricities, the extent to which he says horrible things, and his overall casual and jovial               

tone creates a comedic contrast - a dissonance which audiences may find humorous. 

In Summer Heights High, Ja’mie King is a spoilt private school student who transfers              

to Summer Heights High as part of an exchange program. Played by Lilley, King, from the                
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onset, creates a comedic contrast as a grown man in his thirties is dressing in drag and is                  

making an attempt at sounding and acting like a high school girl. Most of the comedic                

diversion, similarly to the other two characters portrayed by Lilley, is derived from how              

deplorable the characters are. This manifests itself with King as being highly classist, as she               

takes pride in the fact that she is a private school student, and not a ‘bogan’ like the other                   

students at Summer Heights High. A bogan is an Australian equivalent to a redneck.              

Similarly to the other two characters, King lacks conversational filters, but at the same time,               

the way in which this manifests has its own certain nuances about it. King makes very casual                 

off-colored remarks, but does so in an actively offensive way, directed to certain people or               

groups of people. For example, during the opening speech she made to introduce herself, she               

states that ‘People from public schools become wife beaters and alcoholics, but people from              

private schools become good people’. It is not difficult to realize what an awful statement this                

is. After going behind her friend group’s back, creating an insulting image of them with               

speech bubbles that say unflattering things about them, she finds herself alone. King ends up               

going to one of the girls she previously bullied with her previous friend group, despite being                

friends with her, and tries to be her friend once again, completely ignoring the fact that she                 

used to harass her. As a result, King’s character embodies the snooty, bourgeois,             

god-complex possessing individual that some may see in life, albeit incredibly amplified for             

comedic effect. 

With this, it is apparent that the successful characterization found within Summer            

Heights High contributes greatly to its success as a comedy mockumentary. All three             

characters share similar traits, which in turn make them deplorable, but all have a certain               

variety and twist about them that ensures that each action they take is believable for the                

diegesis that is produced from their previous actions, that these actions are distinct enough to               

ensure that the audience’s suspension of disbelief is maintained in regards to their character,              

and most importantly, that these actions are incredibly humorous. 

Although Summer Heights High possesses superb character-based comedy, the visual          

presentation of the show also contributes to its success as a comedy. Similarly to This Is                

Spinal Tap, Summer Heights High employs a documentary-style framing device for its            

narrative. With this, the visual aspects of the film are essential. Techniques such as the               

sometimes handheld camera style, the wide shots, and the close up interview shots are used.               

Summer Heights High, though, utilizes shot-reverse-shot when in actuality, the characters           
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who are having a conversation would be rather uncomfortable with the presence of cameras.              

As a result, with some further thought, it can be easily recognized that this is a fake                 

documentary, however as a comedy, suspension of belief is held as long as the performances               

are comedic. Like This Is Spinal Tap, one-on-one interviews are used. Summer Heights High              

has interesting examples of when this is expanded upon. In one instance, Takalua is being               

interviewed by one of the members of the documentary crew, and in the back, a lesson is                 

going on. When Takalua insults his teacher right in front of them, they get visibly angry and                 

reprimand him. Another good instance of when the one-on-one interview is twisted is when              

Gregson is being interviewed. During this interview, Gregson begins singing Avril Lavigne’s            

2002 hit Sk8er Boi. His performance becomes so impassioned that he feels the compulsion to               

stand up and dance in his office, whilst on camera, which in turn awkwardly and slowly pans                 

up to follow Gregson’s dynamic movement. Consequently, one can clearly see that Summer             

Heights High’s visual presentation expanded greatly upon the precedent set by This Is Spinal              

Tap; instead of simply character-based comedy within these interview sections, Lilley           

incorporated visual comedy as well. 

To conclude, Summer Heights High is a successful mockumentary series due to the             

boundary-pushing nature of Lilley’s comedy, the comedic exaggerations present within each           

of the three characters Lilley portrays, and the subtle visual style of the entire documentary.               

As a result, Summer Heights High is an integral to understanding the comedy genre. 
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Modern Family (2009 - Present): 

Created by Christopher Lloyd and Steven Levitan, Modern Family is a mockumentary family             

sitcom television series which has been airing for ten seasons since 2009. This television              

series, per episode, averages approximately 3.5 million USD to produce, excluding costs of             

actors. With this, it garnered 5.8 million viewers on the premiere of its 200th episode in 2018,                 

which was about the same viewership the show received weeks prior. To contrast, The Big               

Bang Theory, another comedy sitcom television series averages approximately 4 million USD            

to produce, excluding costs of actors, and garnered 18.63 million viewers in 2018. Although              

on the surface, the disparity between budget and viewership looks immense, one must             

consider the fact that The Big Bang Theory’s star actors such as Jim Parsons and Kaley                

Cuoco get paid 1 million USD per episode each, thereby increasing each episode’s cost              

immensely. Although Modern Family lacks the financial success of The Big Bang Theory, it              

is most definitely not a failing show. 

Modern Family has won the Emmy Award for Outstanding Comedy Series five times             

in its first years. It has also won the Emmy Award for Outstanding Supporting Actor in a                 

Comedy Series four times; those times being for Eric Stonestreet and Ty Burrell twice              

respectively. The show’s cast also enjoys the Outstanding Supporting Actress in a Comedy             

Series twice for the actress Julie Bowen. As of now, the show has won a total of 22 Emmy                   

awards through being nominated 75 times. To contrast, The Big Bang Theory has only won 7                

Emmy Awards from only 46 nominations. Modern Family also won the Golden Globe Award              

for Best Television Series – Musical or Comedy in 2011. It is the ABC Network’s longest                

lasting comedy series to be on air, as it has been running for 10 years. Consequently, it can be                   

discerned that Modern Family, despite being less financially successful, is of a high quality              

and should be respected. 

Due to the fact that Modern Family possesses similar characteristics of other            

television sitcoms, albeit it possesses the unique attribute of having a documentary framing             

device wherein characters frequently break the fourth wall. The ‘Fourth Wall’, in media terms              

(this does not only apply to film, but it can apply to books, video games, and theater                 

productions) refers to the imaginary wall that exists between the characters in that work of               

media, and the audience which watches them. As in this instance, the characters are aware               

that they are being filmed, they have a unique awareness of the narrative and diegesis               

surrounding them. Consequently, the characters are more realistic and allow for the audience             
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to have more personal identity with them. This coincides with the title of the show itself,                

Modern Family, as a ‘modern family’ is something that most, if not all of the viewers of the                  

show would be a part of. Mostly due to the fact that this show is marketed towards American                  

audiences, particularly more grown-up ones due to the network that it is on, ABC, and the                

time slot it possesses, 9pm. 

Although Modern Family utilizes a similar documentary framing device as the           

previous examples, the ways in which it executes it are quite different. This narrative device,               

in Modern Family is meant to allow for audiences to better relate to the characters, as they are                  

aware that they are being filmed, rather than in the previous examples wherein audiences are               

meant to feel more of a disconnect between them and the diegesis of the film. This also                 

contrasts with the other examples as here, the documentary framing device is not meant to               

make the show more serious, thereby contrasting with the ridiculous nature of the events, it is                

to gain insight to the characters’ thoughts and feelings of the actions around them. To               

summarize, Modern Family uses the mockumentary format in order to create           

pseudo-soliloquies for the characters, for audiences to achieve a better understanding of their             

characterization and motives.  
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WORKS OF LITERATURE 

Preface: 

Due to the fact that this is a BTEC L2 Creative Media course, and not a Literature course, the                   

analysis of these texts will not be in as much depth. Only that which is pertinent to the                  

production of a satirical comedy film will be analyzed. I chose to look at works of literature,                 

as I believe that they are essential to understanding the nature of narratives, especially those               

that relate to satire. 

 

Don Quixote (1604): 

Don Quixote (lit. translated to Sir Quixote), otherwise known as The Ingenious Nobleman Sir              

Quixote of La Mancha, was a 17th century book written by Miguel de Cervantes in Spain.                

This text is widely regarded as one of the best, founding pieces of literature in the western                 

canon. For example, the Bokklubben World Library collection names Don Quixote as the             

‘best literary work ever written’. 

Don Quixote recounts the tale of Alonso Quixano, a nobleman who gets so caught up               

in his books of chivalric romance that he loses his mind, and proceeds to attempt to revive                 

chivalry in Spain. The old man decides to do this by becoming a knight-errant under the                

name Don Quixote de la Mancha (Sir Quixote of the Mancha; the Mancha is a geographical                

area in Spain). Throughout his journey to revive his romanticized idea of knighthood, he              

comes across many people and causes many problems, due to his delusional state of mind.               

The story utilizes the framing device of being translated from a Moorish writer, in order to                

gain more credibility and to make the story of Don Quixote seem more realistic to the reader.                 

This technique is used to similar effect in This Is Spinal Tap and Summer Heights High,                

albeit documentaries were not invented as of the 17th century in Spain.  

Thematically, Don Quixote is a difficult text to unravel, and as a result, I will not                

spend excessive amounts of time investigating the deeper meaning of the text. Instead, I              

believe the characterization of the titular Don Quixote is essential. 

Alonso Quixano is partly a comic and tragic character. This is due to the fact that it is                  

undeniable that his actions are ridiculous and stupid, such as wearing a bedpan on his head,                

believing it was a magical helmet, and attacking a group of nuns carrying a statue of the                 

Virgin Mary, believing that the statue was a woman that they were kidnapping. The clear               

disconnect between reality that exists, and the reality Don Quixote perceives creates a             
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comedic dissonance and contrast, and to see the man go to such lengths as attacking the                

group of nuns, and failing leads to comedy.  

Cervantes’ literary skill is on display as Quixote is not simply a comic character - the                

writer is able to make a madman have depth, and allows the reader to experience different                

feelings about the journey of the aspiring knight. Don Quixote tackles themes of unrequited              

love, and a desire to achieve something that ultimately cannot achieve. The futility of              

Quixote’s journey, and perhaps the naivete or madness of the main character exacerbates the              

tragedy of his life. By the end of the text, Quixote regains his sanity and denounces chivalry,                 

despite the many adventures (or misadventures) he went on, meeting many new people. His              

‘squire’, Sancho Panza begs for him to regain his faith and wonderment in the romanticized               

ideal of chivalry, but Quixano (his proper name) refuses. The author then reveals that              

Quixano died quietly and went on no more adventures. This tragic end to what may be                

perceived as a comedic character shows that satirical characters can be multi-faceted and             

deep. With this, it is unclear as to whether or not Cervantes was in support of dreaming and                  

attempting the impossible, or staying grounded in reality. 

To conclude, Don Quixote is a nuanced character who can be perceived as a bumbling               

idiot, but also has the depth of character to be genuinely sympathetic and tragic.              

Consequently, I believe that Cervantes’ skill in writing characters has brought me better             

insight to understanding how to write a genuine, multi-faceted person. 
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Animal Farm (1945): 

Animal Farm by George Orwell is a novella which is a political satire regarding the state of                 

the post-World War II world, and the duality and conflict between the two main ideologies in                

the world, Communism and Capitalism.  

This text is highly regarded in literary circles for its poignant and sharp criticisms of               

the Soviet Union of 1945, specifically the harsh conditions and hypocritical ideas of Stalinist              

Communism. One can see this through the accolades it has received such as being inducted               

into TIME Magazine’s Top 100 English Language Novels, 31st on Modern Library List of              

Best 20th Century Novels, a retrospective Hugo Award in 1996, and being part of the Great                

Books of the Western World selection. 

The story of Animal Farm is surrounding the events of a farm, wherein animals begin               

to turn on their owners, with a doctrine known as Animalism, which preaches things such as                

‘All animals are equal’. This parallels the actions of Karl Marx, and the call for the proletariat                 

to turn against their bourgeoisie capitalist masters. There is also a section wherein one of the                

pigs becomes tyrannical and begins purging the farm of animals he disagrees with, and              

begins to educate the young animals of the farm in the tenants of his new doctrine. Once                 

again, this clearly parallels Stalin’s rise to power and subsequent consolidation of his power.              

As the animals on the farm slowly become more and more corrupt, they begin to act more                 

and more like the humans they previously deposed, such as by editing the tenets of               

Animalism to say that ‘All animals are equal, but some animals are more equal than others’.                

They also begin walking on two legs and wearing clothes, behaviors they once criticized their               

bourgeois human owners for. Once again, Orwell is paralleling the decline of the farm into               

totalitarianism and the rampant hypocrisy within its political doctrine, to the nature of the              

evolution of the Soviet Union. In this short novella, it is apparent that Orwell wishes to                

criticize the leaders of the Soviet Union for allowing it to decline in such a way. 

The crux of Animal Farm’s satire rests upon allegory. An allegory is a story which               

can be interpreted to represent something else. In this case, the story of the animals on the                 

farm is an allegory for the Soviet Union declining into a totalitarian state. Consequently, I               

believe that Orwell’s use of allegory to create a satirical narrative within Animal Farm is               

effective and valuable when considering a comedic narrative that wishes to point out and              

criticize a social ill. 
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AUDIENCE RESEARCH 

Questionnaire: 

To preface, I ensured that the survey was not going out randomly. I sent the survey to                 

students of the ages I am targeting, 13-17. Consequently, I know already a few things about                

the sample my results will achieve. Consequently, I will not have to ask the filter questions                

that will get the these answers. 

 

This preliminary filter question ensures that I will know my sample much better, as I do not                 

know what gender my sample is. From this question, I now know that my sample is skewed                 

towards males, which is beneficial due to the fact that I am targeting a male audience. 

 

From this filter question, I know that this sample avidly watches films. Comedy aficionados              

are a group of people that I believe would be my target audience. Knowing that my audience                 

watches films avidly, I now know that they enjoy films, which fits with my target audience. 
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Here, 1 refers to ‘Not at all’, and 10 refers to ‘It is my favorite genre’. Consequently, one can                   

see that this sample is representative of the target audience I have designated for this film,                

predominantly male, film fans, who enjoy comedy films that are also in the ages of 13-17 and                 

are students. 
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The following results were preceded by the statement ‘The following will be a list of               

character attributes. Please rate your reaction to them.’ Here, 1 refers to ‘Awful’, and 10               

refers to ‘Tolerable’. Consequently, one can see that people feel quite strongly about             

‘Creepiness’, ‘Anger’, and ‘Overconfidence’. To a lesser extent, they feel strongly about            

‘Ignorance’, although they feel less strongly about it. From this, one can see that this sample                

dislikes the attributes presented, and finds them abhorrent within people. 
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From this, one can discern that the sample, my target audience finds that people getting their                

due quite satisfying, especially when they have done something wrong. Consequently, one            

can infer that my target audience would enjoy a film wherein somebody awful gets their               

comeuppance. 
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Focus Group: 

For my focus group, I collected a group of my peers of ages varying from 15-17, both male                  

and female (but predominantly male) and all attended the same school as I did. The purpose                

of this focus group is to expand upon the findings produced within the ‘attributes’ section of                

the questionnaire, thereby making me understand the perception and perspective of other            

students in the face of behaviors such as those. 

Regarding ‘stupidity’, people reacted with a lot of sympathy. Although many           

expressed that they would be frustrated when they would try to work with people with that                

attribute, one expressed remorse, stating that the people ‘couldn’t really do anything about it’.              

Another student expressed that at times, the ineptitude of people with this attribute was              

indeed funny, but at other times, it is annoying. Consequently, it appears that people do not                

actively dislike this attribute deeply. 

When faced with ‘rudeness’, or ‘lack of respect’, one student stated that ‘everyone             

should be kind to each other’, to which another student echoed this sentiment. As a result,                

they both agreed that this attribute is most definitely negative and something they dislike.              

Two students believed that it depended on who the person facing the disrespect was; if it was                 

someone who ‘deserved it’, they would feel satisfaction at them being disrespected due to the               

fact that they are getting what is coming to them. As a result, it seems that people greatly                  

dislike this attribute as it goes against their personal values and morals, but is acceptable as a                 

form of punishment, providing cathartic relief. 

After I asked them about ‘overconfidence’, or ‘having a huge ego’, they instantly             

expressed their dislike for it, with one person commenting that it’s ‘11/10’ in terms of being                

annoying, to which others came to his agreement. One student concisely summed it up as ‘if                

you’re obviously not capable of doing something… then shut up [laughing]’. Another student             

said that ‘in excess, it’s really horrible and just… shut up, please’. It appears that a pattern is                  

forming. Furthermore, it was also stated that it is not simply annoying, but it also is                

something that gets in other people’s way inhibiting their progress. It was also added that ‘it’s                

actually okay since it’s funny when you see them fail [laughing]’. Therefore, one can see that                

this is an attribute people greatly dislike, but do find catharsis in when that individual               

eventually fails. 

‘Laziness’ provided an interesting result, as the students believed that it was            

something that is tolerable, due to the fact that they did not mind carrying the lazy person’s                 
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weight as long as they did not get in their way. They did take issue when faced with                  

somebody who feels the compulsion to take on a lot of work, and yet still refuses to do it,                   

though. 

The most significant one they reacted to though, was ‘creepiness’. Every person            

sighed and went silent. When asked, a student stated that creepiness was like a ‘combo’ of                

social unawareness, overconfidence, and general annoyingness. He also did not like the fact             

that creepy people refused to stay away from people that clearly disliked them, instead              

choosing to constantly hound and harass them. One student stated that she tries to stay as far                 

away as possible, because ‘it’s creepy as [expletive]’. To clarify, this student is quite aversed               

to saying profanity, and as a result the strength of her feelings against this attribute are clear.                 

Consequently, I believe that creepiness is something that is nearly universally hated. 

To conclude, many other attributes covered within the focus group garnered some            

disdain, but the results analyzed are by far the most extreme examples of dislike. Through               

this focus group, I have gained more insight into what students feel are bad attributes to have,                 

their reasonings for feeling the way they do about them, and the examples of when this                

behavior manifests. With this information, I can create a character which embodies these             

traits to the extreme, to a point of comedy. 
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PRODUCTION RESEARCH 

Locations: 

When shooting a faux documentary for comedic purposes regarding school life, it is only              

logical to make use of a school. Fortunately, I currently attend a school and as a result I am                   

able to use its facilities for locations in my film. Unfortunately though, the school I attend is                 

not very photogenic, and has many people around, meaning that the filming process may              

disturb said people.  

Therefore to overcome this problem, I have decided to send emails to schools, hoping              

that we would be able to use their premises. I ended up collecting the emails of over 80                  

schools centered in Kwai Tsing, Kwun Tong, and Sai Kung districts. These districts are either               

industrial, or rural, and as a result their schools would not be very large or expensive to book                  

for a few days worth of filming. After collecting the email addresses, I drafted an email in                 

English for my Cantonese speaking friend, Li Him to translate, and to send to the schools so                 

that they could discuss further details. The terms of the arrangement’s proposition were also              

discussed between us. The email is as follows: 

 

To whom it may concern,  

I represent an independent filmmaking team from King George the Fifth School,            

comprising of myself and my friend, Joaquin Magno. As of right now, we would deeply               

appreciate the opportunity to work alongside your school and your students for the filming of               

our production. 

For this, we will provide your organization with money and an opportunity for some              

of your students to assist in the filming process. Preferably, we wish to use the school                

grounds for a weekend. With this, we assume any and all responsibility and will ensure that                

no damage will be brought upon your premises. 

We hope to be able to see you and speak in further detail about this. For any inquiries                  

that may arise, feel free to contact us via telephone: 5545 8118 (Oscar Him Li) or 5315 7906                  

(Joaquin Magno)  

Yours sincerely, 

Oscar Him Li 
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尊敬的校交部： 

  

您好! 我們是從英皇佐治五世學校的兩位獨立創片家，李憲和 Joaquin Magno。現在    

，我們會深感欣賞同這所學校或某些學生合作拍我們的短片，和因此我們希望可以用

學校的場所。 

  

由於我和 Joaquin Magno 會在這個學校拍影，我們會支出需要的費用，和希望在週末   

拍影。如果在拍影過程中對學校造成破壞或損失，我們會承擔所以責任。 

  

多謝你們考慮這個要求，和我們希望早日可以見面來討論更多細節。如有查詢，電話

號碼是 55458118 （李憲）和 5315 7906 （Joaquin Magno） 

  

  此致 

敬禮 

  

                                                                                                                    李憲 

                                                                                                二零一九年一月十五日 

 

Unfortunately, only three responses were received, two of which were outright denials, and             

one of which was most likely an automated response. Although we were not able to get                

another school on board, we still have the school we currently attend.  

For interviews, the Media Room studio would most definitely be perfect, as it fits              

with the diegesis of the film - a student filmmaker making a documentary regarding school               

life, and other actions such as basketball and lessons would be achievable in the sports               

facilities and classrooms. The story I wrote requires the protagonist to go on a romantic               

dinner date with a girl, and after considering a beach (which was in turn rejected due to the                  

loud wind noise in the evening), a restaurant (which would not allow us to film), and a                 

clearing in the forest (which would be hard to get to, making us and the actors suffer due to                   

carrying so much equipment), I decided that a grassy park would be the best solution to all of                  

the problems. After searching on Google Maps, Jordan Valley Park piqued my interest. I              

ended up going there for location scouting, and I deemed it suitable for filming purposes, as it                 

is spacious, grassy, and has comparatively less wind than the beach. 
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Equipment: 

As the mockumentary genre is one that is meant to emulate real life, intricate practical effects                

are unnecessary. Within these types of films, the manipulation of reality is based upon the               

characters themselves, rather than the things they encounter or the wonderful and fantastical             

things that they do. Consequently, I believe that the following equipment is necessary for the               

production of the film. 

- Two cameras 

- For ‘realistic’ shot reverse shot in interviews 

- Two tripods 

- Stabilizer 

- For more dynamic, hectic non-stationary shots 

- Lapel microphone 

- Mainly for dialogue, must fit the context of the documentary 

- Shotgun microphone with dead cat and headphones 

- Reduces sound, record ambience and dialogue 

- Monopod 

- Adjustable floodlights 

- Paper backgrounds 

The last two are necessary for ensuring that the interview sections are professionally             

lit, and look appropriate to the diegesis of the film, that a driven student filmmaker is creating                 

a documentary. 
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CONCLUSION 

Summary: 

Comedy is an artform which transcends works of media and narrative throughout history.             

Furthermore, satire is a common element found within comedy which is largely utilized to              

criticize or point out flaws in systems that the writer feels are unjust or incorrect, through                

means of humor and allegory. As a result, both of these features of human narratives are                

closely interlinked. 

This Is Spinal Tap was a successful film in reviews, garnering much critical acclaim              

and cult status, despite the fact that it had a small budget of 2 million USD and only gained                   

4.7 million USD in the box office. This film utilized a documentary framing device to satirize                

the overblown and overserious nature of heavy metal, hard rock, and glam metal culture              

which was very prevalent in the 1980s. 

Summer Heights High was a successful film in reviews as well, gaining a similar cult               

status to This Is Spinal Tap. This film similarly utilized a documentary framing device to look                

at the lives of three people (all played by show creator Chris Lilley) going to a school, a                  

delinquent named Jonah Takalua, a egoistic drama teacher named Greg Gregson, and a             

classist private school transfer student named Ja’mie King. These characters were genuinely            

deplorable and contrasted greatly with their realistic school surroundings, creating comedy. 

Modern Family is a successful television series on ABC, with relatively high            

viewership and critical acclaim. Like the other films, it uses a documentary framing device,              

although the way in which it uses it is unique, in that it allows for the characters to express                   

their inner feelings and motivations, thereby allowing them to break the fourth wall and make               

them more realistic for audience. 

Don Quixote by Miguel de Cervantes is a groundbreaking piece of seventeenth            

century Spanish literature which stars the titular Don Quixote, who after reading books about              

romantic chivalry and losing his mind, decides to go on a crusade to revive knighthood in                

Spain. His madness and delusional nature creates comedy, although the futility of his actions              

make him a simultaneously tragic and sympathetic character. 

Animal Farm by George Orwell is a novella which satirizes the then Stalinist Soviet              

Union by means of allegory with a farm and its animals. The animals create a new doctrine                 

entitled Animalism which preaches equality, like Communism, with which they cast out their             

human owners. After a tyrannical animal takes power, purges, indoctrination, and changes to             
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the original tenets of Animalism occur, all the while the animals in power begin to act more                 

and more like the humans they originally wanted to cast out. This is a use of allegory in order                   

to satirize the events of the Soviet Union, and its eventual breakdown into a totalitarian state                

under Stalin. 

In the questionnaire, after establishing whether my sample was a part of my target              

audience, I asked questions regarding certain negative attributes, and whether or not people             

find cathartic relief in seeing people who do the wrong things get their due. To this, I found                  

that all of the attributes present (ignorance, anger, overconfidence, and creepiness) were            

greatly disliked, albeit to varying degrees, and that people did in fact enjoy seeing people get                

their due. In the focus group, this was expanded upon as my participants provided longer               

answers on a larger variety of topics, which provided me with the reasoning behind their               

attitudes towards certain behaviors, and some examples of when and how these behaviors             

manifest. 

In the production research, I utilized the knowledge I gained from analyzing the             

technical aspect of the films, and came to the conclusion that there is little need for anything                 

aside from the basics when it comes to shooting comedy. Things such as cameras,              

microphones, tripods, monopods, and stabilizers are clearly necessary. One thing that was            

found to be necessary was the lapel microphone, which comfortably finds itself a place              

within the diegesis of creating a documentary as a narrative, and is very effective at recording                

dialogue.  

In the location scouting section, I wrote an email (which was in turn, translated),              

collected over 80 schools’ email addresses, and prepared arrangements for allowing us to             

utilize their school as a film set for a weekend. Despite this, only three schools replied; two                 

denying, and one with an automated response. Moving past this, I decided to use the school I                 

attend, with its media studio, classrooms, hallways, and basketball court. The film I plan to               

shoot contains a section with a romantic date, and after deliberating upon different locations,              

I decided a park would be the best option to mitigate wind noise, whilst still being                

picturesque and open. With this, I went on Google Maps, found a location, checked it in real                 

life, and decided that the Jordan Valley Park would be the location that would be used for the                  

date. 
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